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Abstract Active networks allow user-controlled network programmability. A se
curity framework has to assure that an active networks infrastructure 
will behave as expected and will efficiently deal with malicious attacks, 
unathorized attempts to execute active code etc. We present here a se
curity architecture that is designed within the FAIN project and aims at 
supporting multiple heterogeneous execution environments. We argue 
for the pros and cons as well as why we have selected the specific com
ponents and also take a look at their interworking in order to provide 
the security services to the execution environments our active network 
node hosts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Active networks enable their users to program network elements by 

injecting the code in the network which provides new services for the 
users in the network, Such flexibility raises many security concerns, 
Security architecture as described in the following paper, dealing with 
these concerns, is designed and developed in a FAIN[2] project. 

FAIN project goal is to provide open, flexible, high-performance and 
secure active network infrastructure. Such infrastructure consist of in
terconnected active and passive nodes. Active nodes provide support for 
various active networking technologies and are able to support various 
active networking applications in control, management and data plane. 
Core of FAIN active network (AN) is active network node (ANN). Communications, VCE, com, funding support, including 
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2. FAIN ACTIVE NODES 
The FAIN Reference Architecture consists of Active Applications (AA), 

Virtual Environments (VE), Execution Environments (EE) and Node 
Operating System (NodeOS). 
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Figure 1. FAIN Active Node reference architecture 

Active Applications/Services are active code executed or running in 
Active Nodes. Active code enable, support or enhance communication 
between active network users. 

Execution Environments are environments in the active node where 
the active code is executed. Execution environments represent program
ming model that active code comply to and abstractions on which Active 
Applications can be build. A privileged EE in privileged Virtual envi
ronment (PVE) manages and controls the Active Node and it provides 
the environment where network policies are executed. Multiple and dif
ferent types ofEE are envisaged in FAIN. EEs are classified into Virtual 
Environments (VEs), where services can be built and interact with each 
other. YEs represent principals on the node. Interconnected YEs form 
a truly virtual network. 

NodeOS is an active node operating system and provides basic ab
stractions for network communication, resources and inter EE communi
cation. It manages node resources which are accessible through NodeOS 
APIs. NodeOS functionality is divided into several subareas, which are 
described in the following paragraphs with short emphasis also on their 
role in overall node security: 

Demultiplezing/Multiplezing subsystem. It filters, classifies and di
verts active or passive packets. Flows of packets arrive at the node and 
they should be delivered to the VE and consequently to the service in-
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side the VE they are destined for. Demultiplexing represents the entry 
point of the node for packets, which can be seen as entities that request 
processing on the node and will use node resources. At this point node 
is protecting its own resources. In multiplexing subsystem packets are 
sent towards next hops; here, well behaved active node should protect 
other nodes. 

Resource Control Framework (ReF). Through resource control re
source partitioning and access to the resources is provided. YEs are 
guaranteed that consumption stays within the agreed contract during 
an admission control phase static or dynamic. It provides also guaran
teed share of resources to the node subsystems and privileged virtual 
environment. 

Active Service Provisioning (ASP). As flexibility is one of the require
ments for programmable networks partly realised as service deployment 
either on the fly or static, the NodeOS must support it. ASP must work 
closely with Security subsystem in the way that only code and services 
that meets certain security criteria can be made available on the node. 

Management subsystem. Management subsystem provides interfaces 
that are meaningful on the NodeOS level. Among them there are inter
faces that enable the management system to insert security policies and 
register entities as principals on the active node. 

Security subsystem. Security subsystem is a collection of needed se
curity services, mechanisms and elements that are core of the security 
architecture. Together with other subareas of the node this subsystem 
has to fulfill the security goals as stated in the next section. 

3. FAIN SECURITY ARCHITECTURE: 
GOALS AND SCOPE 

FAIN general active networking model follows the general active net
working model as described in [3]: the primary unit of communication 
is a packet, primary goal is communication and not computation in the 
network, ANN are interconnected with various packet-forwarding tech
nologies, AN consist of multiple domains controlled by different admin
istrations and end systems and intermediate systems have same archi
tectural components. To this common starting point we can add the 
following general AN properties: not all nodes in the network need to 
be active, packets used for communication can be both active and "pas
sive", AN can provide per user service in the network by injection of 
the code in the network both in-band or out-of-band, active applica
tion can keep state in the network or in the packets, active packets can 
legally change in the network, there is no unified address space in AN 
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and packet resource consumption in the ANN and AN is hard to predict 
and control. 

All AN properties as stated, have serious security consequences on 
AN and ANN operation. They raise many security related questions: 
where the packet has come from, is it the same as when sent from data 
origin, who has send the packet, can the code that packet address/carry 
be safely run on the node, does it access privileged node resources and 
interfaces, how many resources can/will the packet consume on the node 
etc. To tackle these questions we have identified a set of possible security 
architecture goals. From this set we have focused in initial phase only on 
few, high priority ones, that protect the AN infrastructure from inten
tional or unintentional misbehaving of AN users. Our primary security 
architecture goals are authentication, authorization, policy enforcement, 
active code and packet integrity, code verification and audit. 

Because FIAN active node supports multiple and different execution 
environments and technologies we have designed and focused on security 
architecture on NodeOS level as common denominator of the node. 

3.1. Authentication, authorization and policy 
enforcement 

FAIN ANN is essentially a multi-user computing system. As in any 
such system, enforcement of access control is a requirement of high sig
nificance within every FAIN ANN. On the other hand, FAIN aims at 
developing a flexible system. In order to achieve the desired level of 
granularity and flexibility we decompose access control into authentica
tion, authorization and policy enforcement. 

A uthentication is a process of verifying an identity claimed by or for a 
system entity. Authentication is a basic security service that other ser
vices depend on. From a range of solutions based on either symmetric 
or asymmetric cryptography we have chosen to provide authentication 
service on the basis of digital signature mechanism. The main reason 
for this decision is that the active packet can pass many nodes in the 
network where its data origin is authenticated. Proper authentication 
solutions that require handshake between active packet source and ev
ery possible active node in the packet path are too costly, even though 
they can be amortized over time. Using digital signature mechnisms for 
authentication requires, that every user as well as every active node has 
at least one valid key pair, and existence of a public key infrastructure. 

Authorization is a process of authorizing user access to certain node 
resources. Resources can be hardware like CPU, memory, storage and 
link bandwidth or functional like special purpose files, routing tables, 
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policy and credentials entries and databases etc. All node resources are 
accessible through set of certain node interfaces. Authorization decision 
is made based on information about subject requesting a resource, object 
being accessed, action requested and possible environment of the request. 
To support such decision relevant security policies must be available in 
the node policy database and the security contexts of the subject and the 
object have to be built and kept unforgeable on the node. Authorization 
decision is then enforced in node enforcement engines. 

Policy enforcement is a task of many node enforcement engines which 
resides in the node subsystems. The task is twofold: upon request to 
access certain node interface the engine suspends the request, collects 
the relevant information (object, subject, action and environment) and 
asks for authorization decision. When authorization decision is made, 
the enforcement engine either discards or resumes the request. In both 
cases the resulted decision and enforcement engine action can be audited. 

3.2. Active code/packet integrity 
Active code and packet integrity is an important issue and thus high 

priority goal in FAIN AN. In both in-band (code and data in packet) 
and out-of-band (code is provided separately) active network approaches 
the content of the active packet has high impact on the active applica
tion. Every change of the packet like replacing or modifying its content, 
possible cut and paste or replay attacks can have unpredictable conse
quence of the behavior of the active application as a whole. Providing 
integrity service for active packet traversing many nodes is also an is
sue. Active packets can carry a state or can change (packet or in-band 
code) in the network. This means that the data integrity calculated at 
the originating node can be verified only if the data that the integrity 
service covers has not changed in between the source and the point of 
its verification. Logical consequence of the stated is, that the integrity 
service has to be provided separately for the variable and static data 
in the packet. Packet integrity is closely related to the authentication 
as presented in section 3.1. There can be no direct authentication if 
the integrity property of the data which origin is being authenticated is 
not provided as well. Digital signature used for authentication provides 
also integrity property for the data but only for the static parts of the 
packet which the digital signature covers. To protect the packet's vari
able content when the packet traverses the network we use a keyed hash 
as protected integrity token and sequences for replay attack prevention 
in between pair of neighbor active nodes. Such integrity service requires 
shared secret between a pair of neighbor nodes; this secret can be es-
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tablished either via management system or dynamically with suitable 
key exchange protocol. It has to be noted that such integrity protection 
protects data only between two neighbor active nodes; trust in integrity 
of data that has passed many nodes means that we trust all the nodes, 
the packet has already passed, which can be a weak assumption from 
security point of view. 

The last observation can be specially true for the active code if in
band approach is used. In this case data and code can be mixed together 
and the "code" can change on every hop. Integrity of such code can be 
protected only per hop and not between source and destination. 

3.3. Code verification 
Protecting the active code integrity is a first step to ensure non- mod

ification of the transient code. However this is considered pretty basic 
and we need to go beyond that in order to achieve higher level of se
curity. The active code has to be somehow marked and tightly coupled 
with one or more entities, based on which further security decisions can 
be made. As an alternative, code in conjunction with EE has to exhibit 
certain properties which can be verified on the node. 

Verification can enable us to trust to some extent that the active code 
will behave safely and properly and that we can have some guarantees 
on its resource usage on the node and in the network. But we shall 
say in general that verification provides only enhanced trust in proper 
and safe code execution, which is usually not related to the trust in the 
entity on behalf of which the code is executing. Besides the root of trust 
is in many cases different for the code and the packet that triggers the 
code on the nodes. Code verification can help an ANN decide whether 
to run the newly received code. If the code fails the verification test, 
it is not trusted and it is dropped or alternatively it can run in an EE 
with minimal facilities available. In the latter case the EE is the same 
one that will be used to run anonymous active code. Broadly we can 
divide verification in two groups: first, in which we trust in an entity in 
the system that enable us to believe in some code properties and second, 
belief in code properties by design (safe languages or/and interpreters) 
or additional means like proof carrying code [7]. In the first, general 
case, node can trust user, network owner, manufacturer, code packager, 
code repository or dedicated organization, which can in various ways 
guarantee some code properties. Code can be source inspected, tested 
or proved otherwise to work as claimed. To enable trust in an entity 
we use digital signature mechanisms and code certificate, in which the 
claimed properties or conditions of use of the code can be stated and 
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verified prior the code installation/usage directly on the NodeOS level. 
In the second case we have to trust EEs to properly verify the code prior 
and/or during its execution. 

3.4. Audit 
The Audit Manager component is an integrated part of the security 

architecture. Via this component all events occurring from the usage of 
the security subsystem are implicitly logged for further future usage. It 
also provides an interface to explicitly log any other events coming from 
other parts of the FAIN architecture in a clear and homogeneous way. 
Modern computer systems do not emphasize enough on the significance 
of the audit facilities. However audit tools help in realizing possible 
security leaks (or even preventing some) and make sure that mistakes 
are not repeated. 

4. FAIN SECURITY ARCHITECTURE 
Figure 2 depicts a FAIN active network node with basic security ar

chitecture components. As depicted, FAIN security architecture roughly 
comprises three parts: security subsystem, other ANN security compo
nents, and external security support facilities. Note that the scope of 
initial FAIN security architecture does not include EE layer of FAIN 
ANN architecture. 

Router or hardware 

Figure 2. FAIN security architecture 
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4.1. Security subsystem 
Most of security critical decisions are made by security subsystem, 

which is one of several subsystems within an ANN. The Security sub
system is also responsible for management of security critical data, such 
as encryption keys, credentials, and policies. 

This subsystem is the core of FAIN security architecture and includes 
the following components: 

Crypto Engine: performs the actual cryptographic operations, such as 
symmetric encryption/decryption, asymmetric encryption/decryption, 
and hashing. It implements various cryptographic algorithms, which are 
used by other components in the security subsystem. 

Secure Environment (SE): in a secure fashion stores various encryp
tion keys, which are required by crypto engine. For example, SE stores 
ANN's public key pair (private and public key) and all symmetric keys 
that an ANN shares with its AN neighbors (one per neighbor). 

Connection Manager: is used to manage secure associations with 
neighbor AN nodes. Associations can be configured manually or their 
configuration can be supported by automatic management and by trig
gering a key exchange protocol with neighboring ANN. 

Integrity Engine: checks the integrity of active packets and active 
code. It depends on integrity protection data contained within an active 
packet and on crypto engine to do the necessary cryptographic opera
tions. 

Verification Engine: performs code verification (at NodeOS level), if 
any. It may depend on special data contained within an active packet 
and on crypto engine to do the necessary cryptographic operations. 

Authentication Engine: verifies the authenticity of active packets. It 
depends on authentication data contained within an active packet and 
on crypto engine to do the necessary cryptographic operations. 

Enforcement engines: which intercept requests to NodeOS API in
terfaces and pass them with request specific information to security 
manager. Security manager responds with authorization decision and 
enforcement engines enforce this decision. They are distributed and not 
present only in security subsystem. 

Security Manager: accepts request from enforcement engines, collect 
request related credential information, accessed object policy informa
tion and ask authorization engine for authorization decision. This deci
sion is passed back to enforcement engines. Provides NodeOS interfaces 
for managing AN users related credentials and security policies. It can 
be used also for caching of the authorization decisions. 
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Authorization Engine: is responsible for making a decision whether 
a given user request to execute specific action or to access/manipulate 
particular object within an ANN is authorized or not. Authorization 
engine provides this" service" to all enforcement engines in an ANN. 

Policy Manager: when asked by the security manager, searches policy 
DB and returns all security policies, that are relevant for a particular 
request, which is currently subject to authorization. It also provides fa.
cilities for editing entries in policy DB, either manually by an authorized 
user, or automatically, i.e. download policies from a centralized policy 
server. 

Credential Manager: when asked by authorization engine, searches 
credential DB and returns all credentials, that are relevant for a partic
ular request, which is currently subject to authorization. It also provides 
facilities for editing credential database, either manually by an autho
rized user, or automatically, i.e. search and download credentials from 
an external credential repository. 

Audit: will be the place where all security architecture's components 
audit their function in order to be used later in resolution of problems or 
even to make decisions. E.g. an Intrusion Detection System would use 
a view of the audit DB in order to recognize attacks against the system. 
The audit could be also distributed for survivability reasons. 

5. TOWARDS IMPLEMENTATION 
The basic scenario we had in mind developing security architecture 

was an active packet passing one or more active nodes and triggering 
execution on these nodes. While executing or processing the packet, the 
active code on the nodes can access privileged NodeOS interfaces. 

To enable security architecture operation as described in section 3 and 
to support basic scenario, we have chosen the ANEP packet header [6] 
as a carrier of needed information for integrity and access control. Basic 
ANEP options that support integrity, authentication and basic resource 
usage control are shown in the figure 3. Hop by hop option (3b) consist 
of Keyld, 64 bit value uniquely identifying security association, 64 bit se
quence field and HMAC field holding keyed hash as defined in RFC2104 
[11]. Keyed hash covers entire ANEP packet except keyed hash value 
itself. At the moment security associations are setup via management 
system; we are developing set of protocols that will support dynamic se
cret key exchange, sequence synchronization and discovering of the first 
hop active node. 

The credential option (3c) was designed as simple four-tuple option; 
there can be mUltiple such options in the packet for additional flexibility. 
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Figure 9. ANEP packet options 

Credential as designed can be X.509 certificate, X.509 attribute certifi
cate [1] or Keynote credential [8]. Each credential option is validated 
and signatures verified prior the packet triggers execution on the node 
and the target field in this option help node to use credentials only in 
administrative domains, nodes or node subsystems as intended by packet 
sender or administrative domain boundaries controllers. 

Variable option (3a) is meant as a place where active applications can 
store variable data and is a consequence of integrity discussion in the 
section 3.2. While is hard to adapt existing approaches to support such 
option, newly developed will support it out of the box. 

Figure 4. Active packet, identity/role resolving, credentials validation and signature 
verification 
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The figure 4 shows the basic active packet already processed on the 
active node (left) and process of verification of the one or more attached 
credentials (right). Credentials can be carried in the option or the option 
carries the location of the credential; in the second case, the credential 
has to be obtained from remote repository. In both cases we validate 
the credential and the possible certification path. With the public key 
obtained from validated credential, digital signature of the static part of 
the packet is verified. The next step is resolving identity, group, role or 
authorization information from the credential. This information is then 
used in the authorization decisions while the packet (code) access the 
domain or privileged node interfaces. Domain on the node is a set of 
related processes/threads that perform certain service for or on behalf 
of the entity. 

The crucial issue on the node regarding access control is security con
text of the request (packet) passing the node. While the context on the 
node is defined by entity properties (identity, role or group) and domain 
information, such context has to be transfered between nodes. While 
the figure 4 does show how entity information can be transfered through 
the network, it doesn't show domain related part. Domain is hidden in 
VE identifier and active code related identifiers. These identifiers must 
match the domain the packet is destined for. 

Policies used in the process of the providing authorization decision 
are set up on the node by the FAIN management system. 

6. RELATED WORK 
FAIN aims to develop a heterogeneous ANN, allowing coexistence of 

various technologies that enable installation and execution of active code 
within an ANN. Consequently, FAIN security architecture is aimed at 
providing a more general solution which provides necessary protections 
for such an heterogeneous system. This is reflected by the fact that 
security architecture we have presented does not incorporate details of 
specific EEs that exist in the FAIN ANN. Its goal is to be as EE inde
pendent as possible and provide a common set of basic security services 
required by all AN enabling technologies. Some research projects on 
active networks have already tried to tackle the issue of security [5, 12]. 
Contrary to FAIN, all these approaches are tied to specifics of particular 
model of programmability. When designing a more general AN secu
rity architecture, which is the case in FAIN, these specifics can not be 
assumed. Java Security Architecture [9] proved to be useful for AN se
curity, but again it is technology specific and it also has some drawbacks 
[10]. There has also been some more general work on AN security [4] 
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which has also working specific implementation [13]. But the general 
work is still in draft stage. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented in this paper a security architecture for future IP 

active networks as it is done in the context of FAIN project. We try to 
tackle the high priority security requirements such as authentication, au
thorization, policy enforcement, active code and active packet integrity 
and verification and last but not least audit. We have analysed the main 
design decisions that we have taken and the reasons why we decided to 
follow them. Subsequently we have presented the components of a secu
rity architecture that will be used by multiple heterogeneous execution 
environments within the same active node. We also provide a look in 
the interworkings of the architecture and its decision-making logic. A 
prototype implementation of the presented active network security archi
tecture is currently under development, which will be used for exploring 
the advantages and drawbacks of our approach. 
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